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Abstract
We introduce DiscoBox, a novel framework that jointly
learns instance segmentation and semantic correspondence
using bounding box supervision. Specifically, we propose
a self-ensembling framework where instance segmentation
and semantic correspondence are jointly guided by a struc-
tured teacher in addition to the bounding box supervision.
The teacher is a structured energy model incorporating a
pairwise potential and a cross-image potential to model
the pairwise pixel relationships both within and across the
boxes. Minimizing the teacher energy simultaneously yields
refined object masks and dense correspondences between
intra-class objects, which are taken as pseudo-labels to su-
pervise the task network and provide positive/negative cor-
respondence pairs for dense constrastive learning. We show
a symbiotic relationship where the two tasks mutually ben-
efit from each other. Our best model achieves 37.9% AP on
COCO instance segmentation, surpassing prior weakly su-
pervised methods and is competitive to supervised methods.
We also obtain state of the art weakly supervised results on
PASCAL VOC12 and PF-PASCAL with real-time inference.
1. Introduction
The ability to localize and recognize objects is at the core
of human vision. This has motivated the vision community
to study object detection [1] as a fundamental visual recog-
nition task. Instance segmentation [2] is further introduced
on top of detection to predict the foreground object masks,
thus enabling localization with pixel-level accuracy. More
recently, a growing number of works aim to lift the above
tasks to the 3D space [3–7]. As a result, landmark [3,8] and
(semantic) correspondence [9–30] have been widely stud-
ied to associate object parts across different views. These
methods have become critical components in pose estima-
tion [31–34] and reconstruction [35–38] because they help






Figure 1. Task overview. Given a pair of images, DISCOBOX si-
multaneously outputs detection, instance segmentation and seman-
tic correspondence predictions. Best viewed in color.
to reduce uncertainties through additional constraints, such
as determining camera poses and viewpoints [31, 36].
Among various correspondence tasks, semantic corre-
spondence aims to establish the associations across different
scenes and object instances, and is arguably the most chal-
lenging one due to large variations in appearance and pose.
The literature of semantic correspondence and instance seg-
mentation have largely remained decoupled. For instance,
the main semantic correspondence benchmarks [19, 39–43]
have been focusing on object-centric scenarios which de-
emphasizes the role of object localization, while the latest
instance segmentation methods do not make use of intra-
class correspondences. However, these seemingly separate
problems can benefit from each other because associating
object parts requires understanding the object of interest a
priori. Similarly, knowing the semantic parts of an object
requires understanding the geometry of functional parts and






















Even though the advantage of learning correspondences
and instance segmentation jointly is clear, many state of
the art methods do not make use of this approach due to
the lack of large scale datasets with both masks and cor-
respondences. To overcome this challenge, weakly super-
vised methods have been recently introduced to relax the
need for costly supervision in both tasks [25–30, 46–49].
Our work is aligned with these efforts as we aim to address
instance segmentation and semantic correspondence jointly
with inexpensive bounding box supervision. This allows us
to effectively push the boundaries with more data.
More importantly, box supervision presents a principled
way to couple the above two tasks: First, instance segmen-
tation greatly extends the capability of semantic correspon-
dence to handle multi-object scenarios. This allows one to
define a more generalized and challenging semantic corre-
spondence task where the performance emphasizes both the
quality of object-level correspondence and the accuracy of
object localization. Second, multi-tasking provides the mu-
tual constraints to overcome trivial solutions in box super-
vision. Indeed, our study shows a symbiotic relation where
localization benefits correspondence via improved locality
and representation, whereas correspondence in turn helps
localization with additional cross-image information.
We propose DISCOBOX, a framework which instantiates
the above targets as shown in Fig. 1. DISCOBOX leverages
various levels of structured knowledge and self-supervision
both within and across images to reduce the uncertainties.
Summary of contributions:
• Our work is the first to propose a unified framework for
joint weakly supervised instance segmentation and se-
mantic correspondence using bounding box supervision.
• We propose a novel self-ensembling framework where a
teacher is designed to promote structured inductive bias
and establish correspondences across objects. We show
that the proposed framework allows us to jointly exploit
both intra- and cross-image self-supervisions and leads to
significantly improved task performance.
• We achieve state-of-the-art performance on weakly su-
pervised instance segmentation. Our best model achieves
37.9% AP on COCO test-dev, surpassing competitive su-
pervised methods such as YOLACT++ [50] (34.6% AP)
and Mask R-CNN [51] (37.1% AP).
• We also achieve state-of-the-art performance on weakly
supervised semantic correspondence, and are the first to
propose a multi-object benchmark for this task.
Task network. Our task network contains an instance
segmentation backbone with a multiple instance learning
head. The module is supervised by bounding boxes which
contain rich object information. Through multiple instance
learning, coarse object masks naturally emerge as network
attention, and is taken by the teacher as initial predictions.
Teacher model. The teacher is defined by a Gibbs en-
ergy which comprises a unary potential, a pairwise poten-
tial and a cross-image potential. The unary potential takes
the initial output from the student whereas the pairwise and
cross-image potentials model the pairwise pixel relation-
ships both within and across bounding boxes. Minimizing
the teacher energy promotes contrast-sensitive smoothness
while establishing dense correspondence across the objects.
This allows one to consider cross-image self-supervision
where correspondence provides positive and negative pairs
for dense contrastive learning. We show that this in turn can
improve the quality of instance segmentation.
Our promising results indicate the possibility to com-
pletely remove mask labels in future instance segmentation
problems. We also envisage the wide benefit of DISCOBOX
to many downstream applications, particularly 3D tasks.
2. Related Work
2.1. Object recognition and localization
Object detection. Object detection has been an active
research area with rich literature. Training on large amounts
of bounding box annotations with convolutional neural net-
works (CNNs) has become a standard paradigm [52]. Ini-
tial CNN based detectors tend to share a multi-stage de-
sign [52, 53] where the first stage gives redundant object
proposals, followed by refinement by CNNs in the second
stage. A recent trend of design aims to reduce the complex-
ity by having one-stage architectures [54–57], and there-
fore achieves good trade-off between efficiency and perfor-
mance. Our weakly supervised design allows DISCOBOX
to be conveniently trained like any object detection algo-
rithm on the increasingly large datasets [58–60], but output
additional predictions beyond just bounding boxes.
Instance segmentation. Instance segmentation aims to
produce more precise localization over detection by predict-
ing the object segmentation masks. Bharath et al. [2] are
the first to introduce an R-CNN-based framework with a
precision-recall benchmark. Similar to R-CNN [52], their
object proposal and mask generation [61] is not end-to-end
learnable. Recent methods including Mask R-CNN [62–64]
have largely followed this “detection-flavored” design and
benchmarking, but introduce end-to-end learnable object
proposal and mask prediction. Inspired by the one-stage de-
tection, a number of one-stage instance segmentation meth-
ods have also been proposed [50,51,65–68]. These methods
all require mask annotations during training, whereas DIS-
COBOX only needs box labels. DISCOBOX is also agnostic
to the choice of frameworks. In this work, we showcase
DISCOBOX on both YOLACT++ [50] and SOLOv2 [68]
by taking them as the base architectures for our method.
2.2. Weakly supervised segmentation
Weakly supervised semantic segmentation. A number
of methods have been proposed to learn semantic segmen-
tation with image-level class labels [69–73], points [74,75],
scribbles [76–79] and bounding boxes [46, 80–83]. Among
them, box-supervised semantic segmentation is probably
most related, and recent methods such as Box2Seg [83]
have achieved impressive performance on Pascal VOC [58].
These methods often use MCG [61] and GrabCut [84] to ob-
tain segmentation pseudo-labels for supervising subsequent
tasks. However, they focus on semantic segmentation which
does not distinguish different object instances.
Weakly supervised instance segmentation. Here, the
term “weakly supervised” can either refer to the relaxed su-
pervision on bounding box location [85, 86], or the absence
of mask annotations [46–49]. The former can be viewed
as an extension of weakly supervised object detection [87],
whereas our work falls into the second category. Among the
latter methods, Hsu et al. [47] leverages the fact that bound-
ing boxes tightly enclose the objects, and proposes multiple
instance learning framework based on this tightness prior.
A pairwise loss is also imposed to maintain object integrity.
However, their pairwise consistency is defined on all neigh-
boring pixel pairs without distinguishing the pairwise pixel
contrast. Arun et al. [48] proposes an annotation consis-
tency framework which can handle weakly supervised in-
stance segmentation with both image-level and bounding
box labels. On COCO, the gap to supervised methods has
remained large until recently BoxInst [49] reduced this gap
significantly. DISCOBOX outperforms these methods while
additionally targeting semantic correspondence.
2.3. Finding correspondence
Local features. Using local features to match the key-
points across different views has been widely used in 3D
vision problems such as structure from motion. Over the
past decade, the methods have evolved from hand-crafted
ones [9–11] to learning-based ones using decision tree and
deep neural networks [12–17] with extremely abundant lit-
erature. These methods primarily focus on multi-view asso-
ciation for the same object instance or scene, which differs
from our task despite the underlying strong connection.
Semantic correspondence. Semantic correspondences
has been a challenging problem. The problem probably
dates back to SIFTFlow [18] which uses hand-crafted fea-
tures to establish the correspondence. More recent methods
have universally resorted to deep networks as powerful fea-
ture extractors [21–23]. The challenge of this task is further
aggravated by the costly nature of correspondence annota-
tion. Existing datasets [43, 88] are relatively small in size,
and only provide sparse correspondence ground truths since
manually annotating dense ones is prohibitive. In light of
this challenge, weakly supervised semantic correspondence
are proposed to learn correspondence without correspon-
dence ground truths [25–30]. In addition, existing bench-
marks and methods have predominantly focused on “object-
centric” scenarios where each image is occupied by a major
object. In this work, we further add challenge to the task by
considering a more generalized multi-object scenario with
object localization in the loop.
3. Method
We define the following notations for the variables in our
problem, and use them throughout the rest of the paper. We
denote the input image as I . Given any instance segmenta-
tion backbone, we assume that a set of box region proposals
R = {rn|n = 1, ..., N} are generated. Each box proposal
corresponds to an RoI feature map fn of size C ×H ×W .
Additionally, instance segmentation produces a set of ob-
ject masks M = {mn|n = 1, .., N}, where each mn is an
H ×W probability map associated with rn. Fig. 2 illus-
trates an overview of the proposed framework.
3.1. Task network
DISCOBOX is agnostic to the task networks. We there-
fore base its design on YOLACT++ [50] and SOLOv2 [68],
two recent one-stage instance segmentation frameworks.
YOLACT++. The architecture comprises the following
components: 1) Prediction head. The framework adopts
anchor-based one-stage detection where the prediction head
outputs a set of box proposals containing the predicted coor-
dinates and class probabilities. 2) Mask head. YOLACT++
proposes a PrototypeNet module to generate D latent seg-
ment proposals at image level, and use the prediction head
to also predict a mask coefficient (aD-dim vector) for every
box proposal. The mask activation of each proposal is there-
fore a result of the weighted combination of the segment
proposals and the mask coefficient. 3) Backbone. Feature
Pyramid Network (FPN) [89] is adopted as the backbone,
where the pyramid features are scaled up by fusing the skip
connected backbone features with higher resolutions.
SOLOv2. We also consider an alternative design based
on SOLOv2 [68]. SOLOv2 is a state-of-the-art one-stage
framework which directly predicts instance masks in a box-
free, grouping-free and fully convolutional manner. This is
done by decoupling the object mask generation into a mask
kernel prediction and mask feature learning, together with a
parallelizable matrix non-maximum suppression algorithm.
SOLOv2 also adopts FPN as the backbone, where the mask
kernel is predicted at each pyramid level and a unified mask
feature is obtained at 1/4 scale. A slight difference with our
YOLACT++ based framework is that no box proposals are
directly predicted. We therefore take the tightly enclosed
box from each mask as our box proposal for cropping fn.
Our framework is based on the original designs and im-





















Figure 2. Overview of DISCOBOX. We design a self-ensembling framework where a structured teacher generates refined instance segmen-
tation mask and establishes dense correspondence between intra-class box proposals to guide the task network. Best viewd in color.
gives an abstracted illustration. We kindly ask the readers
to refer to [50, 68] for more details. We follow the same
classification- and box-related training losses which we will
jointly term Ldet in our paper. This involves Lcls + Lbox
in YOLACT++, and Lcate in SOLOv2. Since mask annota-
tions are not available, we replaceLmask with the following
multiple instance learning (MIL) loss.
Multiple instance learning (MIL). MIL allows one to
weakly supervise a task with inexact labels. We follow [47]
which proposes an MIL framework leveraging the bound-
ing box tightness prior. Given a box which tightly encloses
an object, every row and column contains at least one fore-
ground pixel and can be treated as positive bags. Negative
bags can be similarly constructed if the rows and columns
have zero overlap with the ground truth box. Denote bi the
set of mask probabilities of the pixel instances belonging to




yi log(max bi) + (1− yi) log(1−max bi)
where yi = 1 if bag i is positive, and yi = 0 otherwise. For
SOLOv2, Lmil is similarly defined with Dice Loss [68].
3.2. Structured teacher.
The produced segmentation from MIL is still coarse in
general. Our main idea is to consider self-ensembling [90]
which imposes self-consistency between perturbed models
as a self-supervision to improve the representation. Self-
ensembling has been a key contributor to the recent suc-
cess of semi-supervised learning [91, 92]. But unlike these
methods which often use augmentation and random dropout
to create a noisy student, our problem allows us to form a
powerful perturbed teacher through modeling the structured
relationships. Promoting contrast sensitive smoothness has
been an important structured inductive bias in segmenta-
tion [93]. Instead of achieving this in one shot through post
processing [47], our key motivation is to guide the repre-
sentation with structured inductive bias in a more gradual
manner with a mean-field perturbed teacher.
We define a random fieldX = {Xn|n = 1, ..., N} over
a graph G = (V ,E) where xn ∈ {0, 1}H×W is a labeling
of Xn in the box proposal rn. Each node vi, i ∈ rn from
box a is sparsely connected with its 8 immediate neighbor-
ing nodes {vj |j ∈ Np(i)}, and densely connected with all
the nodes {vk|k ∈ rs, s ∈Nc(n)} from another intra-class












i ) are the unary potentials taking
the initial output mn from the instance segmentation head.
τp(x
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[xni 6= xnj ]
where Ini and I
n
j are the RGB colors of pixel i and j in box
n, and [xni 6= xnj ] is a label compatibility function given
by the Potts model. Finally, τc(xn,xs,Tns) are the cross-
image potentials which simultaneously models the dense
correspondence Tns and the cross-image pairwise labeling











where Tns is a soft assignment matrix of size HW ×HW
between box proposals rn and rs. In addition, Cu(i, k) is a
cost volume matrix which models the appearance similarity:
Cu(i, k) =
fni · fsk
|fni | |fsk |
where fni and f
s
k represent the RoI features of pixel i in
rn and pixel k in rs. And Cg(i, k) is further defined as a












where offi,k represents the relative spatial offset between
the pixel i in rn and pixel k in rs. The intuition is to smooth
the pairwise offsets to avoid spurious correspondence.
3.3. Inference
We minimize the energy E(xn,Tns) with xn and Tns
alternatively. Although the original τc(xn,Tns) contains a
different label compatibility function, its inference with xn




Tns(i, k)(Cu(i, k) + Cg(i, k))[x
n
i 6= xsk]
Thus, E(xn,Tns) can be minimized via standard mean-
field. Kindly refer to Appendix A for more details.
When fixing x, we optimize T by solving an optimal





s.t. Tns1HW = µn, T>ns1HW = µs
where µn, µs represent the pixel-wise importance in rn and
rs, obtained by applying a step function tomn andms.
One may use differentiable Hungarian (denotedH) such
as Sinkhorn’s algorithm to solve an optimal transport prob-
lem. However, with the pairwise term, directly solving be-
comes very hard. We therefore approximate with iterated
conditional mode where Tns is optimized iteratively:
Initialize: Cu ←− f
n·fs
|fn| |fs| , C
0 ←− Cu(i, k)







Ct+1(i, k) = Cu(i, k) + C
t
g(i, k)
An illustration of the above algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.










Figure 3. Illustration of the proposed iterated conditional mode
algorithm. Given a pair of RoI features, we use them to initialize
the cost volume Cu. Differentiable Hungarian is then iteratively
applied to optimize Tns and update Cg .
3.4. Learning
With the x and T inferred from teacher, we can de-
fine the following self-ensembling losses. We impose self-









i ) + (1− xni ) log(1−mni )
]
We also use the dense correspondence Tns to obtain positive









where ti = argmaxk Tns(i, k) and τ is the temperature.
Our joint training loss therefore can be written as:
L = Ldet + αmilLmil + αconLcon + αnceLnce
3.5. Exponential moving averaged teacher
To further strengthen the teacher with model-level aug-
mentation, improved stability, and better consistency be-
tween iterations, we follow [90,94] to obtain a mean teacher
with exponential moving average. This is done by maintain-
ing another network sharing the same architecture with the
task network and update the parameters following exponen-
tial moving average:
θt ←− mθt + (1−m)θs
where θt, θs are the parameters of teacher network and task
network. m is the momentum and is set to 0.999 follow-
ing [94]. We do not train the teacher and only update it.
3.6. Object retrieval with memory bank
To conveniently obtain the object pairs for semantic cor-
respondence, we construct a first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue
for each category, where we push the RoI features f and
masks m from each batch. This allows us to reuse the RoI
features and masks and construct object pairs without much
extra computation. During training, the model will retrieve
similar intra-class objects from the object bank. After all
losses are computed, we push all the objects except the ob-
ject with area < 32 × 32 into the object banks. Inter-class
objects are stored in different queues. Only intra-class ob-
jects share the same object bank. In practice, we set the size
of object bank of one category as 100.
4. Experiments
We conduct experiments on 4 datasets: PASCAL VOC
2012 (VOC12) [58], COCO [59], PF-PASCAL [88], PAS-
CAL 3D+ [4]. We test instance segmentation on VOC12
and COCO, and semantic correspondence on the other two.
4.1. Datasets and metrics
COCO. COCO contains 80 semantic categories. We fol-
low the standard partition which includes train2017 (115K
images) and val2017 (5K images) for training and valida-
tion. We also report our results on the test-dev split. During
training, we only use the box annotations.
VOC12. VOC12 consists of 20 categories with a training
set of around 10,500 images and a validation set of around
5,000 images. Around 1,500 images of the validation set
contain the instance segmentation annotations.
PF-PASCAL. The PF-PASCAL dataset contains a se-
lected subset of object-centric images from PASCAL VOC.
It contains around 1,300 image pairs with 700 pairs for the
training set and 300 pairs for the validation set, and 300 im-
age pairs for the test sets respectively. There is only one
conspicuous object in the middle of the image. Each image
pair contain two intra-class objects.
PASCAL 3D+. PASCAL 3D+ contains the annotations
of object poses, landmarks and 3D CAD models in addition
to bounding boxes, and consists of 12 rigid categories where
each has 3,000 object instances on average. We evaluate
multi-object correspondence on PASCAL 3D+ dataset. The
availability of both bounding boxes and landmarks, as well
as other 3D information makes it an ideal dataset to eval-
uate multi-object semantic correspondence. We construct
the benchmark on the 12 rigid categories of PASCAL 3D+
and follow the official VOC12 partitioning of the validation
set, where images only containing the 8 non-rigid classes
are removed. For training, we still preserve the full VOC12
training set and annotations (20 classes).
As PASCAL 3D+ does not provide image pairs, we need
to generate image pairs and keypoint pairs on PASCAL for
the correspondence evaluation. We enumerate all pairwise
combinations of two images on the PASCAL 3D+ valida-
tion set. For any pairwise images, if both contain at least
one intra-class object in common, we mark them as matched
and keep this pair for evaluation. The second step is to gen-
erate the sparse correspondence ground truths on top of the
matched image pairs using the provided keypoints. For any
pairwise images, we find all combinations of intra-class ob-
ject pairs and use the keypoint pairs between these object
pairs as the correspondence ground-truth. Due to occlu-
sion, some keypoints may be missing and are ignored dur-
ing the evaluation. Note that we also ignore any pairwise
objects where the difference between their 3D orientations
is greater than 60 degrees, since a large orientation gap of-
ten results in very few valid keypoint pairs.
Multi-object correspondence metric. Similar to object
detection, we introduce a precision-recall based metric with
average precision (AP). We assume that there is a confi-
dence associated with each predicted correspondence, and
we define it as the multiplication of the pairwise box con-
fidence in this work. This allows us to compute precision
and recall by defining true positive (TP), false positive (FP)
and false negative (FN). Since PASCAL 3D+ only provides
sparse correspondence ground truths, the challenge here is
to correctly ignore some of the correspondence predictions
that are far away from any ground truth but are correct. To
this end, we follow a keypoint transfer setting where we
always define a source side s and a target side t for any
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i − gsj | ≤ α] = 0,
0 otherwise
We term the average precision as AP@αwhereα is a thresh-
old relative to the box diagonal. We then define the final AP
as: mean(AP@{0.75%, 1%, 1.5%, 2%, 3%}).
4.2. Implementation details
Training. We use stochastic gradient descent (SGD) for
network optimization. For loss weights, we set αmil, αcon,
αnce as 10, 2, 0.1 on YOLACT++ and set αmil, αcon, αnce
as 1, 1, 0.1 on SOLOv2. Kindly refer to Appendix C for
additional implementation details.
4.3. Weakly supervised instance segmentation
Main results. We evaluate instance segmentation on
COCO and VOC12, with the main results reported in Tab. 1
and 2, respectively. DISCOBOX outperforms BBTP [47]
by 10.3% mAP on the COCO validation 2017 split with
a smaller backbone (ResNet-50). DISCOBOX also outper-
forms BoxInst [49] which is the current state-of-the-art box-
supervised method on both COCO and VOC12. Notably,
BoxInst/ResNet-101-DCN also adopts BiFPN [95], an im-
Method Backbone Type Arch Sup FPS AP AP50 AP75 APS APM APL
MNC [62] ResNet-101 Two-stage MNC Mask <2.8 24.6 44.3 24.8 4.7 25.9 43.6
FCIS [63] ResNet-101 Two-stage FCIS Mask 6.6 29.2 49.5 - 7.1 31.3 50.0
Mask R-CNN [64] ResNet-101 Two-stage Mask R-CNN Mask 5 35.7 58.0 37.8 15.5 38.1 52.4
Mask R-CNN [64] ResNeXt-101 Two-stage Mask R-CNN Mask <5 37.1 60.0 39.4 16.9 38.9 53.5
YOLACT-550 [66] ResNet-50 One-stage YOLACT Mask 45 28.2 46.6 29.2 9.2 29.3 44.8
YOLACT-700 [66] ResNet-101 One-stage YOLACT Mask 23.4 31.2 50.6 32.8 12.1 33.3 47.1
PolarMask [51] ResNet-101 One-stage PolarMask Mask 12.3 32.1 53.7 33.1 14.7 33.8 45.3
YOLACT-550++ [50] ResNet-50-DCN One-stage YOLACT++ Mask 33.5 34.1 53.3 36.2 11.7 36.1 53.6
YOLACT-550++ [50] ResNet-101-DCN One-stage YOLACT++ Mask 27.3 34.6 53.8 36.9 11.9 36.8 55.1
SOLOv2 [68] ResNet-101-DCN One-stage SOLOv2 Mask 10.3 41.7 63.2 45.1 18.0 45.0 61.6
BBTP† [47] ResNet-101 Two-stgae Mask R-CNN Box <5 21.1 45.5 17.2 11.2 22.0 29.8
BoxInst [49] ResNet-101-DCN One-stage CondInst [67] Box - 35.0 59.3 35.6 17.1 37.2 48.9
DISCOBOX (Ours)† ResNet-50-DCN One-stage YOLACT++ Box 34.5 26.9 48.6 26.3 9.6 27.8 42.1
DISCOBOX (Ours)† ResNet-50 One-stage SOLOv2 Box 18.5 31.4 52.6 32.2 11.5 33.8 50.1
DISCOBOX (Ours) ResNet-50 One-stage SOLOv2 Box 18.5 32.0 53.6 32.6 11.7 33.7 48.4
DISCOBOX (Ours) ResNet-101-DCN One-stage SOLOv2 Box 10.3 35.8 59.8 36.4 16.9 38.7 52.1
DISCOBOX (Ours) ResNeXt-101-DCN One-stage SOLOv2 Box 7.4 37.9 61.4 40.0 18.0 41.1 53.9
Table 1. Main results on COCO. † indicates that the results are on the COCO validation 2017 split. The rest results are on COCO test-dev.
DISCOBOX with SOLOv2/ResNet-50 outperforms BBTP [47] by 10.3% on COCO validation 2017. Our best model achieves 37.9% mAP
on test-dev, which outperforms some competitive supervised methods such as Mask R-CNN in absolute performance.
Method Backbone Arch AP25 AP50 AP70 AP75
SDI [46] VGG-16 DeepLabv2 - 44.8 - 16.3
BBTP [47] ResNet-101 Mask R-CNN 75.0 58.9 30.4 21.6
Arun et al. [48] ResNet-101 Mask R-CNN 73.1 57.7 33.5 31.2
BoxInst [49] ResNet-50 CondInst - 59.1 - 34.2
BoxInst [49] ResNet-101 CondInst - 61.4 - 37.0
DISCOBOX ResNet-50-DCN YOLACT++ 75.2 63.6 41.6 34.1
DISCOBOX ResNet-50 SOLOv2 71.4 59.8 41.7 35.5
DISCOBOX ResNet-101 SOLOv2 72.8 62.2 45.5 37.5
Table 2. Main results on the VOC12 validation set. DISCOBOX
outperforms all previous methods with state-of-the-art results.











X - - 43.3 18.3 17.0 42.1 18.0 17.3
X X - 62.0 40.1 33.5 58.1 40.9 34.9
X X X 63.6 41.6 34.1 59.8 41.7 35.5
Table 3. Ablation study on VOC12, where ‘y’ denotes the results
obtained by YOLOCT++/ResNet-50-DCN and ‘s’ denotes the re-
sults obtained by SOLOv2/ResNet-50.
proved variant of FPN [89]. Fig. 4 and Appendix D addi-
tionally visualize the instance segmentation results.
Analysis. We perform ablation study on VOC12 with
Lmil, Lcon and Lnce. The results in Tab. 3 show consis-
tent improvements from Lcon and Lnce, demonstrating the
benefit of the structured teacher. We also conduct sensitiv-
ity analysis with the loss weights on both instance segmen-
tation (VOC12)1 and semantic correspondence (PASCAL
3D+, see Sec. 4.4). The results in Fig. 6 show that DIS-
COBOX is not sensitive to weight changes.
4.4. Weakly supervised semantic correspondence
PF-PASCAL (Object-Centric). We first evaluate DIS-
COBOX on PF-PASCAL [88] using YOLACT++/ResNet-
1Here, the AP follows COCO evaluation: mean(AP@{50,55,...,95}).
Signal Methods PCK@0.05 PCK@0.1 PCK@0.15
none PFHOG [96] 31.4 62.5 79.5
image-level WeakAlign [25] 49.0 74.8 84.0
image-level RTNs [97] 55.2 75.9 85.2
image-level NC-Net [98] 54.3 78.9 86.0
image-level DCC-Net [99] 55.6 82.3 90.5
mask SF-Net [28] 53.6 81.9 90.6
mask DHPF [30] 56.1 82.1 91.1
box DISCOBOX 59.3 87.2 95.3
Table 4. Results on PF-PASCAL. DISCOBOX outperforms previ-
ous state-of-the-art methods on weakly supervised semantic corre-
spondence without bells-and-whistles.
50-DCN, with the main results presented in Tab. 4. We do
not directly train the DISCOBOX model on PF-PASCAL.
Instead, we train it on the VOC12 training set, excluding
those images that are present in the PF-PASCAL validation
set. It is worth noting that many existing semantic corre-
spondence methods can not be similarly trained on VOC12
without major changes, even though some of them do con-
sider certain level of localization information such as atten-
tion. During inference, we use instance segmentation to ob-
tain object masks, and use the structured teacher to produce
dense pixel-wise correspondence by taking the masks as in-
put. Our approach outperforms the previous weakly super-
vised semantic correspondence approaches with consider-
able margins. Such improvement can be attributed to three
main factors: 1) The improved design of structured teacher
which renders good correspondence quality at object-level.
2) The box-supervised learning framework which makes it
possible to scale up the training using more data and ob-
tain improved correspondence representation. 3) The high
quality object localization as a result of the coupled learning
framework that help to guide the correspondence.
Figure 4. Visualization of instance segmentation on COCO (YOLACT++/ResNet-50-DCN).































Figure 6. Sensitivity analysis with the loss weights on instance
segmentation (VOC12) and semantic correspondence (PASCAL
3D+). Analysis conducted on YOLACT++/ResNet-50-DCN.
PASCAL 3D+ (Multi-Object). Finally, we benchmark
DISCOBOX and several baselines on PASCAL 3D+. Tab. 5
lists the main results and Fig. 5 visualizes some predicted
correspondence. The comparing methods in Tab. 5 are de-
fined as follows: Identity: We align each pair of images
only considering the positions of pixels. SCOT: A modified
version of [23] by removing beam search and keeping their
matching module on our RoI features. DISCOBOX-: Our
model trained on VOC12 without dense NCE loss, but using
teacher during inference for correspondence. DISCOBOX:
Our full approach. We use YOLACT++/ResNet-50-DCN
for all methods. Our method does not include beam search
with the validation data and label [23], and is therefore
purely box-supervised. The results show the effectiveness
of our proposed teacher and dense contrastive learning.
Methods AP AP0.75 AP1 AP1.5 AP2 AP3
Identity 26.6 10.5 16.3 26.2 34.2 46.0
SCOT [23] 29.3 13.2 19.8 29.8 36.0 47.3
DISCOBOX- 30.9 15.6 21.3 30.6 38.0 48.9
DISCOBOX 31.7 15.8 21.4 31.8 39.5 50.3
Table 5. Results of multi-object correspondence on PASCAL 3D+,
where AP0.75, AP1, AP1.5, AP2, and AP3 represent AP@α with
thresholds α ∈ {0.75%, 1%, 1.5%, 2%, 3%} relative to the box
diagonal. AP is defined as mean(AP0.75,AP1,AP1.5,AP2,AP3).
5. Conclusions
We presented DISCOBOX, a novel framework able to
jointly learn instance segmentation and semantic correspon-
dence from box supervision. Our proposed self-ensembling
framework with a structured teacher has led to significant
improvement with state of the art performance in both tasks.
We also proposed a novel benchmark for multi-object se-
mantic correspondence together with a principled evalua-
tion metric. With the ability to jointly produce high quality
instance segmentation and semantic correspondence from
box supervision, we envision that DISCOBOX can scale up
and benefit many downstream 2D and 3D vision tasks.
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A. Mean-field inference
Recap that we denote the input image as I , and have a
set of box region proposals R = {rn|n = 1, ..., N}. Each
box proposal corresponds to an RoI feature map fn of size
C×H ×W . Additionally, the box proposals correspond to
a set of object masksM = {mn|n = 1, .., N}, where each
mn is an H ×W probability map.
Without loss of generality, we assume xn ∈ {0, 1}H×W
is the labeling of a box rn from current batch, and xs ∈
{0, 1}H×W is the labeling of an intra-class box rs, where
s ∈Nc(n) is an index of all the retrieved boxes. We denote
mn and ms the predicted mask probability maps and In
and Is the cropped RGB images of rn and rs. We further
denote i, j, k the indices of box pixels and Np(i) the set
of 8-connected immediate neighbors of pixel i. We also
assume a dense correspondence Tns has been established
between rn and rs based on the cost volumeC = Cu+Cg .
The mean field inference method is shown in Algorithm 1:
Algorithm 1 Mean Field Inference.
1: procedure MEAN FIELD(mn,ms, In, Is,Tns,C)
2: ϕ(x) = 1[x ≤ 0.5] ∗ 0.3 + 1[x > 0.5] ∗ 0.7 .
threshold function.
3: qn ← − log(ϕ(mn)), qs ← − log(ϕ(ms))





2ζ2 ) . pairwise kernels
5: while not converge do . iterate until convergence
6: for i ∈ rn do
7: q̂ni ← 0
8: for j ∈N(i) do . pairwise potentials
9: q̂ni ← q̂ni + k(i, j)qnj
10: end for
11: for s ∈Nc(n) do
12: for k ∈ rs do . cross-image potentials




17: qn ← ϕ(exp(−q̂n − qn)) . local update
18: normalize qn . normalization
19: qn ← − log(qn)
20: end while




Given any cost volumeC, we use Sinkhorn’s Algorithm
[100] to find out the one-to-one assignment approximately.
We define a threshold function ϕo(x) = 1[x > 0.5] ∗ 0.4 +
0.6, and use the function to obtain µa = ϕo(ma) and µb =
ϕo(mb). The Sinkhorn’s algorithm to obtain the transport
matrix is described in the Algorithm 2:












C. Additional implementation details
C.1. Data loading and augmentation
DISCO-BOX follows the original data loading and aug-
mentation settings in YOLACT++ and SOLOv2:
YOLACT++. In YOLACT++ [50], an input image is re-
sized without changing its aspect ratio so that its longer side
is equal to L. Random cropping is then applied on the re-
sized image crop size L × L. In case the crop goes outside
the image, the outside part of the crop is filled with the mean
RGB values. Color jittering and random flipping are then
applied on top of random cropping as data augmentation.
The original paper of YOLACT++ has reported results with
different L such as 550 and 700. We follow the same setting
of loading and augmentation with L = 550.
SOLOv2. SOLOv2 [68] also resizes the longer image side
to L. Random cropping is then applied on the resized image
with crop sizeL×W = 1333×800, whereL andW always
correspond to the longer and shorter side of the resized input
image, respectively. Random flipping is applied on top of
random cropping as data augmentation. Our DISCO-BOX
with SOLOv2 architecture follows the same data loading
and augmentation strategy with SOLOv2.
C.2. Learning and optimization
All our experiments are conducted on DGX-1 machine
with 8 NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPUs. Note that we follow the
same learning and optimization settings as YOLACT++ and
SOLOv2 as elaborated below:
YOLACT++. We follow the original setting of [50] for
DISCO-BOX with YOLACT++ architecture. We adopt a
batch size of 8 on each GPU. On COCO, the initial learn-
ing rate is set to 1 × 10−3 and is decreased to 1 × 10−4
and 1× 10−5 after 280K and 360K iterations, respectively.
Warm-up is used in the first 500 iterations to prevent gradi-
ent explosion. On PASCAL VOC 2012, the same warm-up
Figure 7. Visualization of instance segmentation on COCO (SOLOv2/ResNeXt-101-DCN).
Figure 8. Visualization of instance segmentation on VOC12 (YOLACT++/ResNet-50-DCN).
and initial learning rate is applied, and the learning rate is
decreased to 1×10−4 and 1×10−5 after 60K and 100K iter-
ations, respectively. It takes about 5 days to train on COCO
and about 12 hours on VOC12.
SOLOv2. We follow the original training settings of [68]
where multi-scale training are applied for ResNeXt-101-
DCN and ResNet-101-DCN backbones. On COCO, the
batch size is set to 2 on each GPU. The initial learning rate
is set to 1×10−2 and decreased to 1×10−3 and 1×10−4 af-
ter 26 epochs and 32 epochs, respectively. Warm-up is used
in the first 2000 iterations. It takes about 4 days to train on
COCO with a ResNet-50 backbone.
C.3. Object retrieval with memory bank
Pushing objects. We maintain an independent first-in-first-
out queue with size 100 for every category as the memory
bank. The RoI features and predicted masks of objects in
each batch are pushed into the memory bank. Note that the
RoI features and masks are obtained by the teacher network
with respect to the ground truth bounding boxes.
Retrieving objects. To construct intra-class pairs for ev-
ery batch during training, we define an object in the current
batch as a query, and use it to retrieve the RoI features and
mask probability maps of intra-class objects from a memory
bank. This allows us to conveniently construct pairs with-
out significant extra computation. Note that we empirically
set the maximum number of retrieved objects to be 10 for
every query object. This is done by random sampling from
the memory bank. We ignore the pairs when the bank size
(and thus the number of retrieved objects) is smaller than 5.
D. Additional visualization
Finally, we provide visualization of instance segmenta-
tion results which are not presented in the main paper due to
limited space. Fig. 7 shows the results obtained by DISCO-
BOX SOLOv2/ResNeXt-101-DCN on COCO. In addition,
Fig. 8 shows the results obtained by YOLACT++/ResNet-
50-DCN on VOC12. One could see that the predicted masks
are of high qualities in general, even though some examples
can be cluttered and challenging.
